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Single-Layer Dichroic Filters for Multifrequency

Receivers at THz Frequencies
Daniel Montofre , Andrey Khudchenko , Fausto Patricio Mena , Ronald Hesper , and Andrey M. Baryshev

Abstract—In this work, we report the design, construction,
and characterization of two free-standing single-layer frequency-
selective surface structures to be used as dichroic filters in the
THz range. Their spectral responses are aimed to fulfill a strin-
gent band-pass performance in the atmospheric window between
600 and 725GHz. Specifically, the dichroics have been required to
allow a transmission of electromagnetic radiation of at least 90%,
achieve a rejection in the stop-band lower than −25 dB, and have
cross-polarization levels below −30 dB. All these specifications
were demanded to be satisfied at normal and nonnormal beam
incidence. We have studied dichroic filters with hexagonal patterns
of two different apertures, a well-known single-hole geometry and,
in order to enhance the spectral performance, a novel aperture
geometry that we call the flower type. Their transmission charac-
teristics were measured using a Fourier transform spectrometer.
The electromagnetic simulations and experimental results not only
show a good agreement but they demonstrate that the flower-
type geometry can greatly outperform its single-hole counterpart
achieving all the desired requirements. In this way, we demonstrate
the feasibility of implementing single-layer systems at (sub)-THz
frequencies suitable for low-noise astronomical applications.

Index Terms—Astronomical applications, dichroic, frequency
selective surface (FSS), millimeter/submillimeter wave,
multifrequency receiver, single-layer, THz.

I. INTRODUCTION

H
ISTORICALLY, electromagnetic waves in the THz range

have remained one of the least exploited regions of the

spectrum. This is basically because the technologies that deal

with this type of waves are in a region between traditional

microwave and optical technologies. Nevertheless, this situation
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is currently changing since an increasing commercial emphasis

that has been placed on THz system in the last years [1], [2].

Moreover, the complementary use of THz instruments with het-

erodyne and Fourier transform techniques have allowed scien-

tists from diverse fields (like astronomy, chemistry, or planetary

and space exploration) to measure, catalog, and map thermal

emission lines for a wide variety of light-weight molecules [3],

[4]. The thermal emission lines from gases that appear in the

Earth’s stratosphere and upper troposphere (for instance, water,

oxygen, chlorine, and nitrogen compound) have a particular

importance. The spectral information of these components is

vital to study the abundance, distribution, and reaction rates

of elements involved in ozone destruction, global warming,

and pollution monitoring [5]. Therefore, the development of

new THz sensor technologies is very important to improve our

understanding of the dynamics of our own Earth planet and,

as well as, the atmospheric composition of new planets with

conditions similar to Earth [6], [7].

Astronomy in the range of THz waves has also been highly

boosted by the capabilities gained through the development of

novel devices. Some examples are quantum-cascade lasers for

LO generation, hot-electron bolometers for detection beyond

1.2 THz, and frequency-selective surface (FSS) for THz spec-

troscopy and filtering [8]. In addition, FSSs are widely used as

dichroic filters, which allows either dividing a beam into two or

combining beams from different sources into a single beam for

further processing. The idea of dividing a beam is commonly

found in astronomical applications since it has enabled the

deployment of multiband receivers for radio astronomy, and

multipixel system for current and future facilities on Earth,

and stratospheric/space astronomy [9]–[12]. The benefits of a

multireceiver systems are vast since they have allowed, so far,

increasing the mapping speed and UV-plane coverage, enhance

the phase calibration in high-frequency interferometric observa-

tions, and, moreover, they have the potential to provide unique

information for future very long baseline interferometry (VLBI)

observations [13], [14]. All these reasons, along with the contin-

uous demand for an improved instrument sensitivity and signal

quality, explain the increasing interest in THz instrumentation.

Furthermore, such interest seems to continue increasing as new

technologies are developed and production costs are reduced

[15], [16].

In this work, we present the development and experimental

demonstration of two free-standing single-layer dichroic filters

aimed to be used in the THz range frequency. Since one of the of

the motivations of this work is to enable true dual-band operation
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TABLE I
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR A SUITABLE DICHROIC FILTER

in the Atacama large millimeter/submillimeter array (ALMA)

telescope using existing receivers for Bands 9 (602–725 GHz)

and 6 (211–275 GHz), we have concentrated in obtaining an

excellent performance on those bands. The specific requirements

are presented in Table I. Using a pattern with a novel aperture

geometry, one of the studied filters allows to achieve all these

stringent requirements outperforming other traditional geome-

tries.

This article is structured as follows, in Section II we give

a brief overview of the relevant theoretical considerations. In

Section III, we describe the design process and show the sim-

ulated performance for each design. Section IV focuses on the

fabrication processes used in each design. Finally, in Section V

we present the Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) setup and

the experimental validation of the fabricated filters.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Dichroic filters are a subgroup of FSSs, whose wide range

of applications spans from the microwave to the near-infrared

spectral region. In the most common implementation, a dichroic

consists of a metallic plate which is periodically perforated. The

simplest configuration for a dichroic is given by a single metal

layer, perforated with circular apertures. Nevertheless, more

complicated shapes have been used for improving different rel-

evant aspects, such as transmittance stability, cross-polarization

levels, increasing the bandwidth, or the resonance frequency

with the incident angle. To this aim, many shaped apertures

and multilayer configurations have been thoroughly studied

[17]. For any dichroic the spectral response is determined by

geometrical parameters, i.e., the shape and size of the apertures,

the aperture spacing, and the thickness of metal layer. The most

common aperture shapes are circular or rectangular, although

cross-shaped apertures have also been widely used in [18], [19].

A general description for the spectral response of an electro-

magnetic wave going through a dichroic is presented in [20]. In

this method, it is assumed that an incident plane wave striking

upon the input face of a dichroic filter can be expanded into a set

of Floquet modes [21]. These modes, in turn, must be matched

to the waveguide modes inside the apertures (considering that

each aperture behaves as a waveguide). At the output face of the

waveguide, the dichroic filter acts as an array of apertures rera-

diating the incident electromagnetic wave, which is once again

expanded into a set of Floquet modes. The spectral response of

the dichroic filter is then obtained by matching the Floquet and

waveguide modes.

Analytical expressions have been obtained for simple aperture

shapes (like circles, squares, and crosses). For the case of circular

apertures, each aperture is treated as a circular waveguide with

a diameter d. Then, it is possible to define a band-pass, which

occurs abovementioned the cutoff frequency and is given by [22]

νc = 1.841
c

πd
(1)

where c is the speed of light in free space. For frequencies

below the cutoff frequency νc, the dichroic filter behaves as a

plane mirror with a very low-loss rate. Furthermore, the aperture

array of the dichoic filter also behaves as a two-dimensional

grating. This behavior occurs for frequencies abovementioned

the diffraction frequency νdiff, which is given by [22]

νdiff =
2c

s
√
3

(2)

where s is the aperture spacing. For frequencies higher than νdiff

electromagnetic waves fall into a region of increased insertion

loss. This lossy region occurs when the wavelength of the

incident wave is smaller than the aperture spacing s, thus part

of the power is diffracted into the first diffraction lobe [23]. It is

seen from (2) that a smaller aperture spacing results in a higher

νdiff, which establishes a clear caveat at the time of designing a

dichroic filter for a specific purpose. There is an extra effect to

be considered, which corresponds to the clear tradeoff between

the thickness of the layer and the spectral response. Thin layers

give a poor response, whereas thick layers exhibit a large ripple

in the pass-band [24].

Additionally, the spectral response of a dichroic filter also

depends on the angle of incidence of the incoming electromag-

netic wave. It has been widely reported that when an incident

angle is introduced (θ �= 0
o), the dichroic performance suffers a

degradation proportional to that angle [24].

III. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED MODELS

Designing a dichroic filter that accomplish all the design

specifications listed in Table I represents a very challenging task.

Given the high frequency at which this dichroic must operate,

the electrical and mechanical constraints are quite strict. Special

emphasis must be put on the subsequent construction process

since we are dealing with geometrical parameters of the order

of hundreds of microns.

In order to obtain the desired performance, we have stud-

ied two different geometries in hexagonal configuration, sin-

gle holes (SH), and flower-type (FT), which are illustrated

in Fig. 1. These geometries are defined by a common set of

design parameters, layer thickness t, aperture spacing s, and

hole diameter D. Moreover, the FT geometry has an additional

parameter, the small-hole diameter d. The main motivations for

studying this novel FT geometry were modifying the boundary

conditions to improve the spectral properties, keeping the design

easy (two circular perforations with different diameters), and

make it compatible with the bee-hole pattern. The optimization

of these geometries was made using HFSS [25]. We set as

main optimization goal achieving a minimum of transmission

of 90% in the pass-band (600− 725 GHz). The secondary goals

given to our script were keeping the rejection in the stop-band

(211–275 GHz) below −25 dB to ensure a full reflection of

the incoming wave, and maintaining cross-polar level below

−30 dB to avoid leakage of power into high-order propagation
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Fig. 1. Proposed dichroic filter configurations. In order to achieve the design
specifications, we propose to optimize two different aperture shapes. (a) SH .
(b) FT. The design parameters for each geometry are shown in Table II.

TABLE II
VALUES OF THE OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS FOR EACH DICHROIC

CONFIGURATION

modes. These specifications were chosen in order to minimize

the added noise temperature in each receiver band. On one hand,

a dichroic with a transmission higher than 90% in the pass-band

will introduce an extra noise of ∼33 K. On the other hand, a

rejection lower than −25 dB in the stop-band assures than the

noise added will be∼1K. These performance criteria were made

considering that the dichroic will operate at room temperature

conditions. The total noise added to each receiver band must be

calculated in cascade, considering the dichroic as the first stage.

The set of parameters that optimize the performance are given

in Table II. It was found, for both configurations, that a layer with

Fig. 2. Analysis of transmission as a function of the layer thickness for the
two proposed configurations. Maximum band-coverage is obtained when t =

215µm for both configurations. The FT configuration can reach a 24 % extra
band-coverage, which represents a significant improvement.

a thickness of ∼215 µm gives the best performance, in terms of

our main optimization goal (i.e., transmission), at nonnormal

incidence. However, due to restrictions on the manufacturing

processes available to us, the minimum thickness to implement

the layers was t = 275µm. Thus, in order to estimate whether

this difference of 60µm is detrimental in the performance or

not, we analyzed the dependence of the layer thickness on the

transmittance. Since a degradation in performance is expected

to be larger at nonnormal incidence, the analysis was restricted

to only this case.

Fig. 2 shows the band-coverage as a function of the plate

thickness t. In this context, the term band-coverage is used to

indicate the fraction of the pass-band whose transmittance is over

90%. The maximum coverage is reached, in both configurations,

for t ≈ 215 µm. We see that the FT configuration can reach

a band-coverage as high as 114% (i.e., covering more than is

actually sought), whereas the SH only reaches a peak value

of 90.2%. Hence, the FT can outperform the SH configuration

by increasing the bandwidth in 24 %. Moreover, since the FT

requires a thinner layer, this helps to make the fabrication more

accurate and easier. All of these features put in evidence the

significant improvement that FT provides when compared to

the SH configuration. Since the thickness to be used in both

configurations is t = 275µm, a band-coverage of around 89.4%

and 91.1% are expected for SH and FT, respectively. We deem

that the reached performance using the available layer is good

enough for a prototype aimed to validate our results. In addition,

Fig. 3 shows the band-coverage as a function of the angle of

incidence (θ) for the chosen thickness. The plot shows that both

configurations are equally sensitive to angular degradation.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the simulated performance at normal and

nonnormal incidence (θ = 18
o), respectively, for t = 275µm. A

blue and green strips were included to indicate the stop-band and

pass-band, respectively. Purple dashed lines in the plots show the

design specifications, while cyan and yellow dashed lines indi-

cate the cutoff (νc) and diffraction (νdiff) frequency, respectively.

Fig. 4 includes the simulated transmittance, rejection (equivalent

to the transmittance in dB), and cross-polar loss. Fig. 5 only

includes the simulated transmittance since the changes in the

rejection and the cross polar are marginal with respect to the

situation at normal incidence.
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth as a function of the angle of incidence for the thickness to be
used (t = 275µm). We see that the FT is less sensitive to angular degradation
than the SH geometry. Angles of incidence < 16

o can fully cover the target
pass-band.

Fig. 4. Simulated. (a) Transmittance. (b) Rejection. (c) Cross-polar loss at
normal incidence for the two proposed models with t = 275 µm. The blue and
green regions in the plot correspond to the pass-band (602–725 GHz) and the
stop-band (211–275 GHz), respectively. Vertical dashed lines are included to
indicate νc = 550 GHz and νdiff = 930 GHz; horizontal dashed lines mark the
design specifications.

Another important property of the studied dichroics can be

drawn from Figs. 4 and 5. They show that the transmittance

at normal incidence exhibits values over 90% until frequencies

beyond 900 GHz for both configurations. However, this is dif-

ferent at nonnormal incidence since the angular dependence on

the performance is evident. A notorious reduction of the band-

coverage, and a small shift in the frequency cutoff toward lower

frequencies are observed. Nevertheless, despite the reduction

Fig. 5. Simulated transmittance at nonnormal incidence for the two proposed
models with t = 275 µm. The blue and green regions in the plot corre-
spond to the pass-band (602–725 GHz) and the stop-band (211–275 GHz),
respectively. Vertical dashed lines are included to indicate νc = 550 GHz and
νdiff = 930 GHz.

in the band-coverage, both configurations cover almost entirely

the target frequency range with a transmittance over 90%. The

simulated rejection in the Band 6 frequency range shows values

in a range between −35 and −30 dB, therefore, satisfying the

design specification. In the case of cross-polar performance, we

see that the simulated value is around 40 dB, well below the

specification.

In each proposed configuration νc and νdiff were calculated

using the parameters given in Table II. On one hand, at normal

beam incidence, the theoretical values of νdiff calculated by (2)

are 922 and 948 GHz for SH and FT configuration, respectively.

As shown in panel (a) of Fig. 4, these values show a very

good agreement with the periodic boundary simulations. This

agreement is missed at non-normal incidence (see Fig. 5) since

tilting the dichroic changes the aperture appearance, and higher

propagation modes are excited inside the waveguide. On the

other hand, a good match between the analytical formulas and

the periodic boundary simulations is seen for νc at normal and

nonnormal incidence. The theoretical value obtained by (1) is

548 GHz for the SH configuration. The simulated transmit-

tance of the FT configuration shows a similar behavior, but

is down-shifted in ∼20 GHz. This feature makes reasonable

to approximate the transmittance between the stop-band and

pass-band of the FT configuration as a circular aperture of

diameter 332µm, and νc = 528 GHz.

IV. FABRICATION

Due to the clear difference in the aperture shape between

both dichroics, two different methods were used to fabricate

each proposed geometry. The SH dichroic was made out of

brass and it was fabricated by drilling the holes with a computer

numerical control (CNC) machine at the Physics Department of

the University of Groningen, The Netherlands. The FT dichroic

was made out of copper and it was fabricated by a commercial

company using a combination of high-precision laser cutting

and etching.

The fabricated dichroics are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It is

evident that none of the fabricated dichroics are free of manu-

facturing errors. In the case of the SH dichroic, the situation is
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Fig. 6. (a) Fabricated SH dichroic made of brass. (b) Closeup showing an
undesirable shift in spacing along one direction. A shifted spacing s2 = 415µm
is observed (s1 corresponds to the nominal value given in Table II). This
imperfection breaks the hexagonal symmetry and it will produce changes in
the performance. Moreover, imperfections in the surface are observed.

favorable but still not exempt from errors. The most notorious

(and also the one that might produce an undesirable effect on the

spectral properties) is the observed shift in the aperture spacing

along one direction with a value s2 = 415µm (s1 corresponds to

the nominal value given in Table II). The most likely explanation

for this error is due to the selection of the path and accuracy

that was given to the drilling tool. Additionally, some grooves

are observed on the surface, which can increase the ohmic loss

of this filter [26]. On the contrary, the FT dichroic seems to

be the constructed with a higher accuracy. It is observed that

the apertures and the spacing are quite homogeneous all over

the surface on the front face. However, looking at the back

face we see that part of the FT aperture shaped is missing and,

instead, replaced with a circular aperture. Additionally, the plate

of this dichroic presents an evident curvature, which is most

likely result of thermal deformation when the laser was used

to perforate the plate. A new simulation (not shown here) was

made in order to include these errors and estimate their impact.

An almost negligible difference of the spectral properties was

observed in this new simulation. Therefore, we deem that these

observed errors may not impact significantly the performance

(which is actually demonstrated in the next section).

Fig. 7. (a) Fabricated FT dichroic made out of copper. (b) Closeup showing
the front face reveals a high homogeneity in the aperture and spacing size.
However, the “flower” shape of the aperture is missing on the back face. (c) Has
been replaced with a circular aperture.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Measurement Setup

In order to measure the transmittance of the fabricated

dichroics, we used a FTS, which consists of a Michelson in-

terferometer, a wide band source based on a lamp, and a wide

band detector (bolometer). The device-under-test (DUT) is put

in a parallel beam between the FTS beam-splitter (BS) and the

bolometer. In order to avoid spillover by the DUT the THz beam

was reduced in size. For this, a diaphragm was placed between

the BS and the DUT. A diagram of this THz interferometer is

shown in Fig. 8. For each measurement we took a reference

signal (Sref) for further calibration. This signal was obtained by

taking the DUT out of the setup, therefore, the interferograph ob-

tained for this Sref corresponds to the spectrum generated by the

lamp. Then, we repeated the process, but this time including the
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Fig. 8. Diagram of the FTS used to measure the transmission.

DUT. Thus, a second sampled spectrum was generated (Ssampled),

which includes the contribution of the DUT. The transmittance

(T ) of the DUT was obtained by the ratio Ssampled/Sref.

It was observed that the measurements at frequencies lower

<350 GHz became very noisy. This noisy region appeared in all

the measurements, but it is more noticeable in the inset (b) of

Fig. 9. The reason why this happened is because the sensitivity of

the used detector decreases as the frequency goes below 350 GHz

and, it totally vanishes for frequencies lower than 200 GHz.

Moreover, the dichroics present a rejection of <−20 dB for

frequencies below 400 GHz. Thus, the ratio Ssampled/Sref for

frequencies <350 GHz resulted in a signal dominated by noise.

For this reason, the experimental data at frequencies lower than

300 GHz were removed from the plots in order to enhance their

visualization.

B. Characterization of the SH Dichroic

The observed shift in the spacing (see Fig. 6) of the fabricated

SH geometry has led to discrepancies between the measurements

and the expected results shown in Figs. 4 and 5. From Fig. 9, we

observe two clear consequences of breaking the symmetry of the

aperture distribution, the band-pass is considerable lowered at

both normal and nonnormal incidence and there is a decrease in

the peak of transmittance. To explain this, new simulations were

made. This time we implemented a bigger unit cell containing

four apertures distributed asymmetrically as shown in the inset

(d) of Fig. 9. In order to reduce the the size of the cell, and

therefore, the computation time, a rhomboidal unit cell was used

(instead of a hexagonal cell). The position of each aperture was

shifted a certain distance with the intention of reproducing the

observed aperture distribution shown in Fig. 6. In addition, we

also included in the simulations the imperfections of the surface.

This was made by reducing the bulk conductivity of the material

to 20% of the value given in the HFSS material library [25].

The panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 9 compare the results of

the new simulations with the experimental data. The blue line

corresponds to a lossless asymmetric aperture distribution, while

red line correspond to a lossy asymmetric distribution. We see

that the former makes a fair match with the experiments but

Fig. 9. Measurements versus simulation for SH filter. (a) Normal incidence.
(b) Nonnormal incidence. (c) Simulations of reflectivity were also made in order
to evaluate the impact in the stop-band. (d) Cell with an asymmetric aperture
distribution, according to the fabricated dichroic, was also simulated. A better
agreement is obtained when this cell and ohmic losses were included in the
simulations.

a discrepancy in the peak value of transmittance is observed.

Including a finite conductivity makes a better match with the

experimental data. The transmittance shown in Figs. 4 and 5 were

included with a yellow line for comparison. The measurements

reveal that at normal incidence the transmittance reaches a

maximum of ∼87%, whereas at nonnormal incidence the peak

of value barely reaches ∼80%. This decrease in transmittance

results as a consequence of the angular degradation that occurs

at nonnormal incidence and, it is increased by the fabricated

defects presented in it. In addition, the surface roughness has

also a significant impact on the reflected low frequency band.

The panel (c) of Fig. 9 shows the simulated reflectivity of the
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Fig. 10. Measurements versus simulation for FT filter. (a) Normal incidence
(b) Nonnormal incidence. A good agreement is observed in both cases.

asymmetric apertures distribution. The inset shows a closeup

of the stop-band region. Solid and dashed lines correspond

to the lossy and lossless case, respectively. This result put in

evidence that a degradation in reflectivity is mainly produced

by the surface roughness, and it can reduce the reflectivity effi-

ciency up to 97%, therefore, increasing the noise insertion up to

∼9.3 K.

C. Characterization of the FT Dichroic

Fig. 10 shows the comparison between measurements and

simulations at normal and nonnormal incidence of the FT

dichroic. First, an excellent agreement is observed at normal

incidence. The measurements exhibit a sharper cutoff and, the

frequency point where the cutoff occurs is slightly up-shifted.

Second, the results at nonnormal incidence are also in good

agreement. A similar feature for the cutoff frequency is observed,

and, additionally, there is an small decrease in the level of

transmittance. Despite this drop-off, the transmittance reaches

a peak value ∼97% at 622 GHz, and a minimum of ∼87%

within the pass-band. We believe that the cutoff shift occurs due

to small defects of fabrication, specifically, the slightly conical

shape of the apertures at the back face. As reported in [27],

the measured cutoff frequency of fabricated dichroic filters is

usually sensitive to the fabrication tolerances, while other filter

properties remain similar. The discrepancy in transmittance can

be also consequence of the conical shape at the back face.

Since, as reported in [28], an increased loss of the propagation

modes inside a circular waveguide occurs when the radius varies

along the transverse direction. This loss is more evident at

nonnormal incidence since it depends on the relative phase of

the propagation modes.

Despite of the small difference in transmittance at nonnormal

beam incidence, the experimental results demonstrate the advan-

tage in performance of this novel geometry. This is particularly

remarkable considering that the presented filter is a single-layer

system operating at THz frequencies and with a bandwidth of

∼120 GHz.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed two configurations for a dichroic filter that

present a high transmission in the atmospheric window between

602–725 GHz. One novel aperture shape was presented (the

socalled “FT” geometry), which has the potential to increase

the transmitted frequency range by 24% at nonnormal beam

incidence when the optimal layer thickness is chosen. Given

the high operation frequency at which these dichroics were

designed, small errors in the fabrication can lead to a break

in the periodicity of the array, and thus, worsen the expected

performance. This observation emphasizes the importance of

tolerances during fabrication. The work presented here demon-

strates that dichroics based on single layer system represent a

good and competitive option for low-noise THz astronomical

applications. The advantage of single-layer system over more

complicated layer configuration is clear at the time of looking

alternatives with lower cost and high repeatability. However,

in order to obtain reliable results, high accuracy fabrication

method, like laser cutting, must be used. The authors also believe

that as new fabrication technologies arise, this works opens the

possibility of looking for new aperture geometries suitable for

high-performance dichroic filters.
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